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SPECIAL SYMPOSIA

How Music Helped Gabya Giffords Rediscover Her Voice in the Wheelchair

Gabrielle Giffords

Kris Morgan, PhD

SUNDAY 23 SEP

PLENARY II

"The Learning Health System Model: The Proven and Proven for Improving and Organizing Rehabilitation" CLAIRE KAPLAN, MD

"There's A Study: What Did We Learn And What Happened When We Did Live to 130 Years Old?" CLAUDIA H. KARMAS, MD

MONDAY 24 SEP

PLENARY III

"The RESEARCH IS HERE" Years could be too

JAMIE KOSAR, MD, PhD

"The Next: Study: What Did We Learn And What Happened When We Did Live to 130 Years Old?" CLAUDIA H. KARMAS, MD

TUESDAY 25 SEP

PLENARY IV

"The RESEARCH IS HERE" Years could be too

JAMIE KOSAR, MD, PhD

"The Next: Study: What Did We Learn And What Happened When We Did Live to 130 Years Old?" CLAUDIA H. KARMAS, MD

WEDNESDAY 26 SEP

PLENARY V

"MINDFULNESS EXERCISES" presented by the ACRM. Arranged during plenary sessions at ACRM2021. Light up your career!

ACRM VIRTUAL: 100% DISC CONTENT

---

THE ACRM ADVANTAGE

- For 6 months after the event
- MORE networking
- PRE-conference instructional courses
- TRAINING courses. Wide variety of topics
- CONTENT* for 6 months after the event
- VALUE!

---

MORE networking
MORE social interaction
MORE research
MORE ways to connect with people
MORE options to learn
MORE options to find your career path
MORE options to find a way to make a difference
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